EPOXY TERRAZZO

CONTROL JOINT DETAIL

EXISTING CRACK

SAW-CUT CONCRETE AT CRACK

EXISTING CRACK IN CONCRETE

SAW-CUT CONCRETE AT EXISTING CRACK

1/8" MIN. CONTROL JOINT WIDTH

FILL SAW-CUT JOINT W/ JOINT FILLER

METAL L DIVIDER STRIPS SET BACK-TO-BACK

EXISTING CRACK

EPOXY TERRAZZO MATRIX W/ MARBLE CHIPS, GLASS CHIPS OR OTHER AGGREGATE AS SPECIFIED

NOTE: PROVIDE CONTROL JOINT IN TERRAZZO AT EXISTING CRACKS AND AT EXISTING CONTROL JOINTS IN CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

NOTE: PROVIDE CONTROL JOINT IN TERRAZZO AT EXISTING CRACKS AND AT EXISTING CONTROL JOINTS IN CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

EXISTING CRACK IN CONCRETE

SAW-CUT CONCRETE AT CRACK
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